
Dear Roger, 	 1126/75 

It was necessary to write the attached letter in haste and withdut having oat 

taking tie° to think it all through. It is to a friend long in book publishing who 

besides being a lawyer and former publisher today wheels and deals. It is the man at 

whose home you left me the day I went to New York to do the job on McDonald. He then 

suggested, I thiax foe the second time, that the first four books be condensed into one. 

Perhaps you and I alac discussed this then as we have, inconclusively, since. 

I have no interest in such a project unless it were to accoepeieh two objectives* 

be able to reach aad ierorm more people and produce enough revenue to more than offset 

the lose of salua to the original ewes, which I'm going to have to reprint in any event. 

Or, i would not go into it without assurances that it would peye 

I do think there in a market for it and. I think with a good publisher and good 
promos it could crecu the market. All the others combined do not have the content, have 

not eareied the subject as far, and add practically nothing to what first appeared in 

these works. Theytare more than  the ground-breakers. They remain the basic works. Not 

that SylvlitIe isa t magnificent. But it is limited and no such claims can be made for 
it. 

It also is coming out as a paperback. I'm talking about a hardback and without a super 

advance would not consider en original paperbaak. Without such an advance, from even a 

large puelesher the probabilities are that he'i coast on the interest in the subject and 

what eight be recalled of my reputation. T his would not encourage the truck drivers who 

dtereine what Lets onto most racks to even put it out well. 

The questionabegiem after these couoiderations. Unless there is a satisfactory 

arrangement there is no n.,:ee to eo farthirti. Before anything can be done there can be 

chaeeee that mould alter everything*  including prospects. 
One of tee questions we have eiecuesed briefly but I recall no details is whether 

you eight want to be the editor. This immediately raises employer questions, aithought 

that could change abruptly and could fair sour hair. 
Oland on during the nights I'm sleepless. Last night, after writing this, I 

became much leas certain that the shortest possible book is to be peeferred. While my 

reoillectione of the specific °whet of Whitewash gee no longer completely clear, from 

the passing of more than a decade sue the acauieitiou and publication of new stuflf, I 

tend to believe there is little feet in it. 
I also thought about the mechanics, of using it as a base and adding, i!,echanically, 

what could then be edited. This is to Buy that with two copies of each taken apart, there 

would be a copy of each page and at aperoprigte points sections from other books could 

be inserted in what would become both a rough outline of the condlenation and a boeianing 

point for editing/inserting. Then another alternative occurred* it the enlarging xerox 

is not too expensive, it would be better to use one. While the size of page, as 

would be awkward, the benefits in space and legibility would overcome this. I thinkit 

would come out 10/18. 
Not much after I started this the day' ail came, with much legal work for me to 

get dor,  for ;Tim in time to be mailed tomorroW. I still do not travel too well and I'm 

not yet willing to drive to DC Arita. I'm going to have to improve more first. eo if it 

is to reach him by Monday I'll have to have it done by a.m. I've amended a complaint in 

one POI suit and have other work on others. I'm surprised the phone haed#t started up 

before now because there is new craziness afoot and I was to have had two calls by now. 

What I'm tryingto do is give you a better basis for considering wh ether you would 

oF could be interested in undertakine this. If the answer is maybe or yes, an estimate 

of the time would be a goodAing to have. The condensation does, think, have enormous 
possibilities in the impact 4ther or not coemercially. I would, for example, mist that 

as part of the deal there be a set of BOMB (bound pr000fs) in advance of publication 

to each Member of both Houses• one possibility is to undo some of the harm the self-eemmoters 

have done and will be doing. The work in adeition to the editing/opndensing would "not be 

great but there would be wee, inserted parenthetically or as notes. Example: The Come 

mission knew what I've been careful to say nothing about, that Hasty destroyed his records. 



MO questions. The relevance, especially in terms of intent and 
fairness to the FBI, 

is obvious. But the headlines 10 piers later 	t be
 something more than a sissue 

promo for this of one of thous ads of icases o ellipsis in the
 veil' first work. 

It is 	t 	to talk a:.out 	*1, B:1st Pertain. Best I'd suggest that for 

the. future at edition that could include this condensation
 slight be kept in mind. 

I have one other book for sure that would fit but until I have 
it written that 

also is premature. Without a windfall or foundation support, ne
ither likely, it is not 

going to come about quickly beaus there arc too ninny things I 
must do. I haven't made 

a real dent in the "accumulated filing since the phlebitis, if 1
 do a bit daily. 

Please tin these considerations through as soon as 	ft' friend is capable 

of spot decisions and instant deals as be is of forgetting ea
lit-ling things slide. 

When the next two transcripts aro available I'd appreciate two 
copies, one for 

aim and one for no, 

Best, 


